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METALS UPDATE 

July 9, 2014 

London Gold AM Fix $1,322.50 +$4.25 from prior AM Fix LME Copper Stocks 159,625 tons +1,025 tons 
Gold Stocks 8.334 million ounces +32,093, Silver Stocks 175.563 million ounces -1,147,559  
 
 
GOLD / SILVER 
 
While the bear camp could point to a recent pattern of lower highs and a high to low correction of $25 an ounce 
last week as a sign of a bearish environment, rejection of the recent low on rising open interest has put the bull 
camp back in control. Adding into the bull's edge this morning is a higher close in Hong Kong gold overnight, a 
positive gold demand projection for China from the World Gold Council overnight and another rise in gold 
derivative holdings. With the WGC predicting Chinese gold demand to rise by 25% over the coming 4 years, it is 
clear that the world gold market might remain tight even without a strong recovery in Indian gold demand. Clearly 
noted weakness in US equities, a weaker Dollar and residual strength in palladium have provided some measure 
of cushion for gold and silver prices this week, but to truly shift the Dollar action into a positive for gold and silver 
might require a slide below the 80.00 level in the Dollar. In short, the gold and silver markets took a measure of 
selling pressure over the last week and have stood up to it. An ongoing rise in open interest suggests that buyers 
are accumulating positions on the June rally/consolidation pattern. A reiteration later today that US interest rates 
are destined to remain low for the rest of 2014 from the FOMC meeting minutes later today could set the stage for 
a recovery back to the early July highs of $1,334.90. Reports that US consumer credit rose by $19 billion in May 
after a gain of $26 billion in April could truncate the quasi deflationary washout pressure that pressured many 
physical commodities at the start of the new trading week. Gold derivative holdings rose by 71,782 ounces 
yesterday afternoon while silver derivative holdings rose by 5,927 ounces. Comex Gold Stocks are at the highest 
levels since 04/23/2013. Comex Silver Stocks were 175.563 million ounces down 1,147,559. Stocks have 
declined 13 of the last 20 days.  
 
 
PLATINUM  
 
While the palladium market continues to rise off ideas that global demand for auto catalysts is set to outpace 
hindered supply flows, the platinum market overnight has started to play catch-up. However, palladium continues 
to see the majority of investment flows with palladium derivative holdings yesterday rising by 8,145 ounces and 
platinum derivative holdings rising by a mere 1,377 ounces. Talk that US auto sales are poised to post the best 
year since 2007 during 2014, combined with stepped-up Chinese clean air efforts, leaves demand for palladium 
and platinum in a front-and-center standing. Traders should watch the spread between palladium and platinum, 
as platinum is only up 13% from its December lows, while palladium is up 26% from its December lows. In short, 
at some point investors, manufacturers and traders will begin to see platinum as a cheaper alternative to paying 
up for palladium.  
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TODAY'S MARKET IDEAS: We think the bull camp is poised to step back in and push gold prices back up 
toward the July highs of $1,334.90, and we suspect that support in August Gold today will move up to the 
$1,317.10 level. Uptrend channel support in August Gold now becomes $1,314, but a bull/bear pivot point might 
be seen today at $1,321.70. Buying support in September Silver moves up to $20.95 and there might be little 
resistance until the $21.335 highs. Support in a somewhat overbought palladium market moves up to $896.60, 
with similar buying support in October Platinum now seen at $1,497.00.  
 
 
COPPER  
 
While September Copper was initially able to claw out another higher high for the move on Tuesday, it also 
showed another reversal and that is two sessions in a row where the technical picture has deteriorated. It is also 
likely that significant weakness in US equities yesterday caused some longs in copper to bank long profits and 
move to the sidelines. Fortunately for the bull camp, macroeconomic vibes from positive Shanghai Composite 
price action earlier this week and up beat Chinese economic dialogue has been supportive of copper this week. 
Talk of the potential for the best US auto sales tally since 2007 and ideas of a favorable or dovish Fed meeting 
minutes release later today might give the bull camp in copper a fresh fundamental edge, even though the 
technical edge looks to be losing momentum. Reports of production problems at Codelco have reportedly resulted 
in requests to Chinese customers to reduce copper shipments and that in turn might prompt those buyers to seek 
replacement supply on the open market. However, the bull tilt from China is countervailed by rumors that June 
copper imports into China might be lower than the prior month.  
 
Buying support in September Copper is seen at $3.2570 and then again down at $3.2390. Up-trend channel 
support today is pegged down at $3.2290 but that support line rises to $3.2690 by the end of this week. Solid 
support at this week's lows should give the bull camp confidence.  
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